HEAVY ON PERFORMANCE. HEAVY ON TECHNOLOGY.
ULTRA-LIGHT ON THE CARRY.
Pack in light and haul out heavy. That’s the Hoyt way. The combined performance of the all-new UltraFlex Limb and DFX Cam
systems delivers unrivaled performance from the Carbon Defiant
and its aluminum brother. These hard-hitting performers deliver
bone-crushing power, incredible smoothness, and dead-in-hand
performance. Pack in Defiant and haul out heavy. See your local
Hoyt dealer or visit www.hoyt.com today.

FILTERING 2.0

CHANGING HOW HUNTS ARE FOUND
For the first time ever, instantly find trophy units and opportunity hunts with
customizable filters. Be your own hunting consultant.

JOIN THE MOVEMENT

Get $50 at Sportsman’s Warehouse
Join INSIDER with promo code FDFT6

“TRANSITIONS”
South Cox is the owner/bowyer of Stalker
Stickbows. His passion for woodworking and
bow building is only matched by his love of
pursuing high country mule deer. Join South and

a couple of his buddies on an adventure in the
backcountry of Nevada, where friendship is first
and the divide between technology and primitive
hunting equipment has no credence.

www.stalkerstickbows.com

“INTO THE CANYON”

WHALE TAIL OUTDOORS (WTO) is an
independent outdoor film company that
was founded in 2014 by brothers John and
Cole Bielak. Whale Tail Outdoors began
when the Bielak brothers were looking for
a way to artistically share their outdoor
experiences in hopes of inspiring hunters

and non-hunters alike. As the brothers
follow in the footsteps of their ancestors,
those who homesteaded the great state of
Colorado, they continue to hand down
the traditions of sustenance hunting as
well as the importance of conservation to
generations yet to come.

www.wtocolorado.com

“RUGGED REUNION”

For these friends, it all began with chasing
whitetails and alligators in their home
state of Florida. As their knowledge and
passion for the outdoors grew, so did
their interest in traveling West in search
for new challenges and hunting the many
species of big game that flourish in those
areas. So as time passes and careers take

them to exciting new places, the guys now
call more than just the South their home.
Now, every year they travel throughout
the United States on unique hunts with
awesome friends, with their ultimate goal of
living their lives to the fullest and making a
positive impact on other hunters as well as
non-hunters along the way.

www.teamsoutherndraw.com

USE THE EXCLUSIVE FULL DRAW FILM TOUR PROMO CODE FDFT6 AT CHECKOUT TO SAVE 15% (SOME EXCLUSIONS APPLY)

“BIRTH OF A BOWHUNTER”

Marc Warnke is a co owner of Outdoors
International (GotHunts.com). As a hunt
consulting firm they get to pretty much hunt
where ever they want every year. It is their job
to check out hunting operations before they
send their clients to that operation. Marc has
bow hunted the world for over 25 years, but
still loves to hunt most in his home state of

Idaho. Marc was blessed with two sons; one of
which has taken up bow hunting. Jaken is a very
smart, kind and tough kid, that doesn’t give up
easily. Jaken, who is 11, has taken several big
game animals with his gun but was a brand new
bow hunter this year. He has placed very well
in several 3D tournaments and has become a
dedicated archer.

www.outdoors-international.com

“EXPECTATIONS”

BORN AND RAISED OUTDOORS is a
close knit group of friends whom over time
have morphed into a family of brothers.
It is our goal to show the viewer how the
relationships of each individual, each with
their own quirks and unique personalities
mold into cohesive brotherhood.

Whether you were raised with a bow in hand
or you are new to the sport, September finds
each and every hunter, new or old, with
a sense of commonality. With a sense of
respect and reverence for this great tradition,
these memories will be told and retold
around the campfire for generations.

www.bornandraisedoutdoors.com

“PACIFIC GHOSTS”

Myself (Brian Call), Ben Morris and Anthony
Spencer are bowhunting fanatics. Bowhunting
is what we do. And we truly cherish hunting and
the values associated with it. For us, hunting is a
lifestyle—not a sport. And it is a lifestyle that is
being threatened by those who do not understand
what hunting is truly about. In 2014, we decided
to start making films that leave a legacy to our
families; films that help non hunters understand

why we hunt and the value of it. We want our films
to influence people to embrace the hunting lifestyle
and to fight to preserve it. Ben and I are cousins
and Anthony has been our friend since childhood.
We’ve been carrying inexpensive video cameras
on our hunts for more than 10 years. And in that
period of time we have captured hours and hours of
amateur footage of our hunting exploits. Last year
we attended the Full Draw Film School and we met
some amazing people and we learned a lot about
filmmaking. We took the newfound skills from the
school and added them to our own bag of tricks and
made our first film, “It’s Not About the Horns.” This
film is real—it’s authentic—it’s gritty—it’s why we
do it. We hope it’s the first of many indie films to
come. You can see more of our work at
www.grittybowmen.com, where we host a hunting
podcast and post additional Gritty Bowmen films.
Say “hi” if you see us and until then, stay GRITTY!

www.grittybowmen.com

“ADAPTATION”

Top Priority Hunting is a group of guys who
love God, love their families, and love to hunt.
The idea of giving themselves a name and
sharing their hunts on film happened after
they went to their first Full Draw Film Tour
in Boise, Idaho. The year was 2013 and that
fall their first real production was complete.
Their first film was a great starting point and
learning experience. They quickly developed
their style of filming and editing. You can
expect upbeat, emotional, and engaging clips
in their films.
They are a group of guys that believe that
hard work and determination are the driving
forces to any success, making it a

“top priority” to work harder today than they
did the day before. They share a passion for
the outdoors, especially the mountains of
Idaho. Through the experiences they have
faced as a team on and off the mountain,
they have truly become a family, each bringing
their own strengths and style to the pursuit.
Respecting the sport, Justin, Jeremy, T.J. and
Kevin all pride themselves on sharing real
DIY backcountry hunting. The film crew has
been part of some really awesome adventures,
getting opportunities to film all over the
northwest and even taking a trip to South
Africa. They are honored to be in this year’s
line up.

www.facebook.com/TopPriorityHunting

“THRIVING ABOVE 12K”

From his very first hunt Lane was packing a
video camera so that he could look back and
share the hunt with his friends and family.
Over 3 years ago he wanted to take his work to
the next level and started to film for Outback
Outdoors on the Sportsman’s Channel.
Trevon and the crew at OO taught Lane the
art of running camera and he fell in love with
capturing the raw adventure and pure beauty
within the hunt.
Today Lane works for OO as a field
producer and has started to branch out of
the TV world and work on his own projects.
His goal is to capture the raw emotions that
are involved within a hunt, whether it be the
highest of highs or the lowest of lows. His
passion for hunting is evident in all parts
of his life and he enjoys being behind the

camera just as much, if not more, than when
he is holding his bow at full draw. The harder
the hunt is the more Lane enjoys filming
it, although he loves filming any hunt, his
passion is in filming high elevation species
like Rocky Mountain Bighorn Sheep, Desert
Bighorn Sheep, Mountain Goats and Ibex.
Lane is an Ambassador for SlumberJack
Gear and is on the Pro staff for Hamskea
Archery Solutions and Spot Hogg Archery.
He has successfully harvest 6 of the species
included in the Colorado Big 8, all with his
Hoyt bow.
Lane lives in Loveland Colorado with his
Wife and 1.5-year-old son. He is a Denver
Fire Fighter and the Owner of two Max
Muscle stores located in Loveland and Fort
Collins Colorado.

www.vimeo.com/lanewalter

“ROCK OF AGES”

The very first thing he purchased after
graduating college was a small Digital 8
video camera. Not knowing it then, but that
purchase would change his life forever and was
the beginning of a new passion. In 2003, being
broke straight out of school, Heath decided
to edit his families annual fishing trip to
Montana as a gift to his father for Christmas.
It was a success and creating films became an
addiction. He began making short hunting,
fishing, and even season long videos for his
golf league. For him, being able to see the joy
and excitement on the faces of his friends
and family was rewarding. Through these
films, one liners, jokes, and legends have been
created that are still talked about to this day,
but without capturing these moments many
special memories would be lost.
As his love for the west grew, he moved
from Pennsylvania to Montana in 2007 where
he got a job with a large pharmaceutical
company. Realizing it was just a job and not

a career he would continue to produce small
projects on the side. In 2011 he released Wild
Tradition, a successful western traditional
bowhunting film. From there he got his
first opportunity to produce a show on The
Sportsman Channel called the Bucket List
Outdoor Show. With encouragement from
his now fiancé he left the cooperate world
to do what he loves and became a full time
producer in 2013. He continues to produce
The Bucket List, now in its 5th season and has
edited and filmed for other successful shows
such as the Wardens, Long Range Reality, and
Chasin’ the Sun. Now, what drives him most
is the never ending creative possibilities when
producing outdoor films. Through this, being
able to continuously learn and experience new
adventures that were previously unimaginable
is rewarding. Today, Heath is the owner of
H2O Productions and is humbled to be doing
what he loves to do and is honored to be part
of the Full Draw Film Tour.

2015 CHARITY SPONSOR
FULL DRAW FANS RAISED

$34,000
FOR W4W DURING FDFT5

“Gratitude is not only the greatest of virtues, but the
parent of all others.” - Cicero
We want to give an enormous THANK YOU to not
only a sponsor, but a member of the W4W family... To
the entire team of Full Draw Film Tour, we want you to
know how many lives you have impacted in 2015 and
how many you will continue to impact this year!
We are proud to share that Full Draw Film Tour
and their supporters raised a total of $34,056 in 2015 to

help our combat wounded vets!!!
This very pink hat (pictured above)
#ProjectPinkHat raised thousands of dollars for our
vets! Please visit @fulldrawfilmtour and experience
one of their shows, they are amazing people doing
incredible things, for the industry and veterans!
From everyone at W4W, Thank you so very much!
You are changing lives! #w4w #wishes_for_warriors
#FDFT #projectpinkhat #changinglives #onevetatatime

www.wishesforwarriorscorp.org

MTN OPS FULL PAGE
AD GOES HERE

